Infrastructure Grants Workshop

ConnectMaine Authority in collaboration with Tilson and VETRO
6/23/21
Supporting documents are posted on our website

https://www.maine.gov/connectme/grants/award-recipients
Confidentiality

Data that is confidential and therefore not of public record (concerning infrastructure deployment):

- Pricing
- Revenue data
- Service area
- Types of service

Information that may be deemed confidential must be submitted as separate files.

Confidentiality is maintained by aggregating data of many locations and providers before use.

Some details of individual projects are posted online and reported by ConnectMaine.
Award Disbursements

Upon commencement, up to 25% of total project costs

1-2 progress reports that include spending analysis, up to 75% of total project costs

Upon completion that includes spending analysis & audit, last 25% of total project costs
This slide presents an overview of the documents that are required to be submitted to ConnectMaine Staff during the different phases of the project. Most of these reports, minus the audit reporting form, should be familiar to you already. Information on the requirements and deadlines for these reports can be found on the documents themselves on ConnectMaine website. The audit reporting form is the new addition by Tilson and VETRO, the rest of this presentation will focus mainly on the requirements for that report.
So diving a little bit deeper, these are the 5 categories of reports we will need from grantees.

1. Proposed funded service area audit: To verify that the project scope has been met according to the design that was awarded
2. Technical audit: To validate the performance of the technology
3. Spending analysis: To analyze project spending against the proposed budget and compare to industry standards
4. Customer connection validation: To ensure that the end customer receives service at the quality that they have subscribed to
I. Proposed Funded Service Area Audit

SHP (preferred), or KMZ of entire project as-built maps
- Service locations
- Fiber or HFC routing
- Fiber or HFC counts/sizes
- Splice points
- MST/Coaxial taps
- Optical splitters (centralized or distributed architecture)
- CO, Headend and Hub Locations (notated where OLTs and CMTS are placed)
- OLT and/or HFC Node service boundaries
- FDH (field cabinets)

Plant maps must be prepared under the review of one of the following:
- A P.E.
- An engineer with substantial demonstrated experience designing cable or fiber networks whose credentials are submitted along with the design

If existing plant already serves areas within the awarded proposed service areas, SHP (preferred) or KMZ maps must include that plant along with the details outlined above. This includes any existing coaxial and fiber plant.

For the first part of the audit report, we are looking for the network as-built maps showing how service was provided to the unserved locations. In these maps, we need the service locations and plant built to provide service like fiber or coax, splice point, MSTs or taps, splitters, CO locations and field cabinets. We also need the main attributes for these plant items like size of fiber size, fiber type, tap numbers, etc. Finally on the maps we would like to see boundaries for the service areas like OLT boundaries or HFC Node boundaries. These will give us a good idea of what service locations can get service. The maps must be prepared by a professional engineer or an network engineer with substantial experience as well as their credentials. If there is any existing plant in the proposed areas maps must be submitted with that information as well. This will give us the complete picture.
I. Proposed Funded Service Area Audit

SHP (preferred), or KMZ of entire project as-built maps

Here is an example map where you are able to see the different types of data. In this case poles, fiber, splice points, service locations. Shape files are again preferred format. We will be providing a template before anything needs to be submitted.
I. Proposed Funded Service Area Audit

**SHP** (preferred), or KMZ of entire project as-built maps

In this image you can see some of the attributes that go along with the fiber like type, size, length, etc. Similar attributes will be needed on other plant items as well as service locations.
I. Proposed Funded Service Area Audit

The shape files will be imported to VETRO FiberMap, which ConnectMaine is using to create a single source of truth of the broadband picture across the state of Maine. It is called the ConnectMaine Broadband Intelligence Platform or BIP for short. Here is a screenshot of the platform allowing ConnectMaine to capture and visualize data from the Community and/or ISP. Based on the audit the application will switch unserved locations to served locations and data will be made available to the public for future grant rounds.

As part of becoming a grantee in the May 2021 grant round, each grantee will have access to the Vetro FiberMap platform in order to provide a more seamless data flow both to and from ConnectMaine’s BIP. This access will provide access to data regarding broadband across the state, ability to import the files we’ve discussed or design them directly in the system, and finally the ability to provide data for future grant rounds.
I. Proposed Funded Service Area Audit

Questions?
II. Technical Audit (1/5)

OTDR traces (from OLT or CMTS to end location) with event logs. Trace reports should include:

- Measurement wavelengths (trace 2 of the following: 1310nm, 1490nm, 1550nm, 1625nm)
- Measurement distance, total link loss, splice losses, micro/macro bend losses, link's Optical Return Loss (ORL) for the distribution and feeder cable
- Must provide identification of the specific fibers being tested
- At a minimum, 12 fibers for small projects of 10 miles or less, 24 fibers for projects between 11 and 30 miles, and 96 fibers for projects over 30 miles
- File format must be one of the following: CSOR, SOR produced PDF, or OTDR produced PDF

*Outside plant cable shall comply with TIA 568 performance standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singlemode Outside Plant (OSP)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connector loss (Standard Grade):</td>
<td>0.75 dB/connector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splice loss:</td>
<td>0.3 dB/splice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singlemode (1310nm/1550nm) fiber loss:</td>
<td>0.5 dB/km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- A more-detailed summary of the TIA 568 Standard for Fiber Optics can be found here https://www.thefoa.org/tech/tia568b3.htm
II. Technical Audit (2/5)

OTDR traces (from OLT or CMTS to end location) with event logs

- As an industry standard, OTDR should be recalibrated every 2 years. Please verify that your OTDR has a current calibration for accurate OTDR traces
II. Technical Audit (3/5)

Manufacturer’s specification information for all substantive equipment purchased for the project such as:

- Purchased fiber optic cable (must include and identify cable model numbers and losses at 1310nm, 1490nm, 1550nm, 1625nm)
- Optical Equipment, including transmitters, receivers, OLTs and SFPs
- Splice Enclosures and MSTs (If MSTs are not used, state so in a network overview in the format of a simplified, graphical diagram)
- Customer Premise Equipment, such as ONTs, ONU's, and DOCSIS modems
- Fiber Management Equipment, such as pretermination shelves and fiber distribution hubs
II. Technical Audit (4/5)

Engineering Documentation and calculations that provide:

- A high-level edge/core/transport/access logical diagram of the IP and OLT network showing hub names consistent with the system maps and predicted data throughput (both upstream and downstream)

- An overview of the project technology (GPON FTTP, AE FTTP, RFOG FTTP, HFC, etc)

- If GPON, EPON or RFOG: an overview of the splitter architecture (i.e. centralized, distributed, both, etc) and the splitter configurations (1:32, 1:64, 1:8 to 1:4 field splits, etc)

- For HFC projects or sections: Maximum and minimum tap output levels and end of line performance calculations for Composite Intermodulation Noise (CIN)
II. Technical Audit (5/5)

Engineering Documentation and calculations
Questions?
III. Spending Analysis

Line item spending report in MS Excel format that includes items purchased, date, invoice number, vendor, description and amount

Proof of purchase and payment (in pdf format) for:
- Fiber optic cable elements
- Network electronic (including, but not limited to: OLTs, CMTS, routers, switches and transport) that individually exceed $5,000
- ONTs
- Makeready
- Project related contractor labor
- In-house labor records
- MSTs, splice enclosures, FDHs, vaults and pedestals
- All other grant related purchases that exceed $5,000 per item or $10,000 collectively for an appurtenance

The spending analysis requires a completed Excel sheet essentially itemizing your project costs from invoices. We have a template of the spreadsheet posted online and I will show you an example in the next slide. You will still need to provide a copy of proof of payment for project costs. This can be a scan of an invoice saved as a PDF. You can take some time to read all of the expenditures we will need proof of, but its good practice to send all applicable project cost invoices especially ones that were identified in the proposed budget.
III. Spending Analysis

Line item spending report in MS Excel format that includes items purchased, date, invoice number, vendor, description and amount

Categorize costs into categories
- Network & Access Equipment
- Outside Plant
- Drop & CPE Equipment
- Professional Services
- Other Project Costs

So the spreadsheet template is pretty straightforward. We are looking for the invoice date, invoice number, vendor or description, and amount (broken out into committed $ and grant $). These costs should be categorized by including the line item in the tab that best describes the function of the cost. There’s only 5 categories, Network & Access Equipment, Outside Plant, Drop Equipment and CPE Equipment, Professional Services, and Other Project Costs. Some invoices may have items from the same vendor that may fit into 2 categories, in that case depending on what equipment or service cost is higher, categorize it based on that. The screenshot is an example of the Network tab filled out. Please make sure you are entering the date for the cells in red. When you can, try to add some detail. For example, this screenshot has “company labor”, make sure to specify whether labor is in-house labor or contract labor.

Unlike the other reports, that will be submitted after project end. The spending analysis should be submitted throughout the life of the project. ConnectMaine requires a commencement notice and 1-2 progress reports before project close. This spreadsheet should be submitted along with those reports. This will allow the Staff to reimburse you in a timely manner and help with budget tracking.
Questions?
IV. Field Validation

This audit segment consists of an **on-site visit** to visually inspect and examine the:

- Central office
- Outside plant
- Hub and subscriber installation deployments (if applicable)
- Observe craftsmanship
- Verify consistency with the project scope as defined in GDA
- Verify that any deficiencies identified have been remediated
V. Customer Connection Validation

Verifying active internet connection to previously unserved customers who subscribe to internet service as a result of the newly expanded broadband infrastructure.

Provider documentation of service:

- If GPON, EPON or RFOG: Image of OLT and ONT
- For HFC projects or sections: Image of CMTS and Modem showing both ends active
- Image of billing statement excluding identifying information of customer, but must include address
V. Customer Connection Validation

Provider documentation of service:
V. Customer Connection Validation

Provider documentation of service:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status of the Small Form Factor Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Link Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Up/Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of System Information:

- **Device Info**
  - Name: 296DZC00-hauer
  - Location: www.daznetworks.com
- **System**
  - Contact: DAZN Phone Global Support
  - Model: 40.1.0.0.128
  - Serial Number: 006-138210
  - Registration ID: 006-138210
- **Firmware**
  - Version: 3.1, 3.1.357
  - Alternative Version: 3.1.1, 3.1.2414
- **Ethernet Interfaces**
  - LAN 1 - Gig (0.0.0.0) | 80.0.0.47
  - LAN 2 - Gig (0.0.0.0) | 90.0.0.47
  - LAN 3 - Gig (0.0.0.0) | 80.0.0.47
  - LAN 4 - Gig (0.0.0.0) | 80.0.0.47
  - LAN 5 - Gig (0.0.0.0) | 82.0.0.47
  - LAN 6 - Gig (0.0.0.0) | 82.0.0.47
  - Cliff Port (sub) | 80.0.0.47
- **Alarm**: No System Alarms - System Status OK
Questions?

Email questions to the ConnectMaine at Connect.ME@maine.gov

If you have any follow-up questions, please email those to ConnectMaine Staff. They will act the middle man for communication, and Tilson and VETRO will assist the email responses. If we notice some common questions we would prefer to host a virtual Q&A sessions to limit the back and forth over email. The reporting documents and other supporting documents can be found on the ConnectMaine website.